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preparedby the principal investigators performing the research, in collabora-

tion with NCHSR staff. Digests are intended for an interdisciplinary
audience of hellath services planners, administrators, legislators, and others

who make decisions on research applications.

Abstract

This Digest* a summary of the principal policy implications from Medical,
Education Financing: Policy Analyses and Options for the 1980s, corn-
prhensive niplicy analyses of options for financing both undergraduate and

graduate medical edwation. ive general classes of options are evaluated:
reimbursement reforms, loan p rams, scholarship programs, institutional

support, and_ nonfederal goverpm ntal programs. This report also provides
background infdrmation onIthe s ucturej organization and financing of thc
medical education system; the Vational Health Servi6 Corps; the history
of federal legislation affecting medical education; and econometric studies
of the relationship between physicians' earnings and specialty and location
decisions. The evaluations are based on thorough reviews of existing researoh

and the application eff theoretical and empirical analyses to ncw data.
Implications for an overall policy strategy for Inedical education financing

are offered. The authors conclude that changes in the system of reimburse-

ment\ for health services woukl, have the greatest potential for altering
physician distribution and affecting the medical educa)ion syStem. HoWever',.

because the reimbursement system )s complex ond changes in it would
probably not occur in thc immediate future, refOmmendations are made on

a number of options for the direct financing of medical, and graduate mcdi-

cal education.
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Foreword

Among the key health policy issues for the coming decade e the maklis-
tribution of physicians by specialty and location, the pending aggregate
surphts of pixfsidahs, and the rising costs of medical education and medkal
car.e delivery. An important component of any strategy for dealing with
these 1.33l1C3 will be the nigthods cho4'n .to finance bothtundergraduate arid
gradtiate medical education. Ili order to contribute to the formation of 'a
medical education financing policy, the Nationa) Center for Health Serv-
ices Research (NCHSR) has supported analyses of alternative financit*
options.

This issue of the Research Digest Series surnmarizes the principal p/olicy
Implications of a forthcoriing book, Medrcal Education Financing: Policy
fIneyses and Options fo; The 1980s. This book, which is the outgrowth of

',an earlier NCHSR sponsored report to the Graduate Medical Education
Rational Advisory Committee., (GMENAC), evaluates five broad classes
of financing Options: reimbursement for, patient care services, loan pro-
grams, scholarship grogram, histitutional suppOrt for medical schools and
teaching hospitals, and state and local government programs. Particular
attention is given to each option's probable consequences for health costs
and physician supply and distribution. Although the poor quality of data
and the complexity of ,the education process hamper rigorous quantitative
analyses, the book novides a useful canpendium of existing data and
information, and their implications for financing ISolicy choices. Wide dis-
semination of 'this study and its findings is particularly timeiy because of
the forthjoming Congressional debate over the renewal of the Health
ProfessionsEducational Assistance Act of 1976.

The NatiOnal Center for.Hcalth Services Research has lorlg considered
studies of health manpower supply, diMribution, and financing to be amolig
Its pridity areas. Research support for GMENAC is but one example of
this commitment. We look forward to the continued contribution Of
NCHSR to health manpower researeh.

"Gerald Rosenthal, Ph.D.
Director

C.,
ieidNkh,t,

October, 1979.,
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Introduction

The Health Pfessions Educational Assktance Act of 1976 will require
Congressiom_d reauthorization in 1980. Preliminary Congressional hearings,
due to begin in the fall of 1979, will provide an explicit and highly visible
forum for the debate over.financing medical education. Among Other con-
cerns, this debate will focus on the following key issues:

Should the federal government corilinue to grant unrestricted sub-
sidics for mediCal education?
Arc scholarship and loan programs needed for medical students?
What art the roles of scholarships with service obligations and*loans
with forgiveness options?
How much of the c t of medical educatio4 should be borne, by
medical students?
What kinds of grants should be made to medical schools and teach-

.

ing hospitals?
Shpuld capitation grants,be continued, and in what form?
What is'the role of state and local governments in medical education
financing? \ 1

How does the system of third-party reimbursement for patient care
services influence medical education financing and thc attainment of
health manpower supply and distribution goals?

The policy objectivel underlying these issues will be much- like those of,
the 1976 Act, in which CoRgress declaecd that there "Jvas no longer an
insufficient number of physicians and surgeopTin the United States. Rather,
It found that ", . . there are many areas in thc ,United States which arc
unable to aura& adequate numbers of health proffssiorks personnel to
meet their needs; and physician, specialization has resulted in -inadequate
numbers of physicians engaged in the delivery of primary care."' This view
was reiterated,and reemphasized in 1978 by Joseph A. Califano, Jr., then

'Secretary of Health, Education, and Welftare:

The first tenet of national policy in the health professions arca is
this: Overall we fact in the next decade an* over-supply of doctors;
unless I've change direction we will seriously iggravate the,over-supi;ly
by the end of this century.
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The second tenet of natibnal policy is that we art producing too
many medical specialists and aub-specialists--snch as surgeonsand
there is a con-tsponding and disturbing decline in the proportion of
primary-care physicians. , \

The third tenet of national policy in the health professions arca is
this:, The clOctors we do have are seriously maidistiibuted in geo-
graphic terms.'

.. ,..

Thus, physicians' specialty and location distribution continue to be
principal foci of health manpower policy. Perceptioks about the aggregate
supply of physicians, however, appear to have continued their shift: short-
age in the 1950s and .60s, sufficiency in 1976, and surplus in the 1980s.

Converging with these isSues arc- the goals of reducing the overall cost of
. ..

medicd care and the high rates of increase of medical care expenaitures
.

and prices. The data on expenditure and price increases Are so striking that
,
elkaining medical care costs has bccome one of the most importani health
policy objectives- osf the late 1970s. One inevitable result of athis shift is a

.mexamination of both federal ahd state support for medical education-7
, the nature and amount of that support and the returns to the public's

investment.

. `pis Research Digest summarizes the policy implications of rtcently
completed analyses of options for financing medical education. Five basic
sets of options were explOred: third-party reimbursement, loan programs,
scholarship programs, institutional support for medical schools and teaching
hcapitals, and state and_locar programs. The policy implications repOrted
below are based on a thorough review of the literature, analysis and ex-
amination of existing data - on current financing prbgrams and medical
schools' and' teaching hospitals' finances, and the application of economic
theory to certain aspects of the training process.

There are several important limitations to these analyses. First, no
,

attempt was made to determine.' optimal values for key policy variables.
, Questions such aS how many physicians' should we have, how should

physicians be distributed, how much should melical education cost, or
who should pay for medical e ucation reflect normative issues which require
both value ju'dgments about the importance of medical care as well as
technical information about the contribution of physicians and medical
care to improved health and well being. .

.

Second the analyses Were limited by existing data and research relevant
to the issues under investigation. Unfortunately, much of this research has
been hampered by severe flata problems. Disaggregated information \is
extremdy hard to obtain on physicians' and medical students' financial
status, and medical schools' and teaching hospitals' revenues and expeees.
Wi out Arch data, the results of empirical research on how these actors

A

might respond to variations in financial '' Arcs must be considered

4



tentative at best. In moat cases, therefore, we must be content w" C quail-
tative ILitlessment5 of the directions of' possible effects rnther,Ahan firm
quantitative estimates.

Finally, there may be numerous nonfinancial policies which could be
important components of any strategy to meet Or* social objectives for
physician supply and distribution, medical education costs, and medical
care eost.s. These might inchee curriculum reform, orginizational restruc-
turing of the medical 'college-teaching hospital relationship, increased
puha (federal and/or stafe) regulation of both the medical education
and medical care delivery system; and shifts in medical colleges' admis-
sions policies. Consideration of ther options falls outside the scope of. .
these analyses.

.C.

4
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Implications for medical education
financing policy

t..

1. Relmbumment for patient car ti)rvicesi

Paymems made for patient care services can influence the medical educa,
tion system In two ways. First, teaching hospitals and Ine'dlical rhools rely
on functs generated from treating patients to pay for major portions af
their educational activities.% a result, the structure of paymont levels among
medical specialties, geographic lbcations, and medical procedures may in-
fluence key components of the educational process: the number, specialty
mix, and geographic loeatiOn of residency training programs; the sites at
which training is provided; the specialty mix of medical school faculty; -

and the types of clinical training offered undergraduate medical s udents.
Second, reimbursement influences practicing physicialif carnins in dif- %.'

ferent specitilties; locations, and practice ;lettings. if medical surd nts' and
recently graduated physicians' career apices are sensiti4e- t9 variatiOns in
ftnancial incentives, then reimbursement also influences the gind of educa-
tion.which students will seek.

Unfortunately, incentives embodied in the existing payment system
_appear to be inconsistent with the broad goals set for the supply and dis-
tribution of physidans. Physicians' incomes and fees tend to be higher and
work-loads lighter' in nonprimary care specialties and adequatdy served
geographic locations. Furthermore, usual-customary-ieasonable payment sys-
terns fend to perpetuate such differences. Teaching hospitals find it easier
to finance residency programs in specialties which concentrate on inpatient
rather than ambulatory care. (This also corresponds to the pattern of
service demand supported by ecisting insurance coverage). Medical schools
haye an incentive to hire faculty in nonprimary care specialties because of
their ability to generate revernies through medical service plans. Finally,

/ the public medical care financing programs.. (Medicare and Medicaid)
cmate an incentive for providers ,to prefer patients covered by private in-
unlike, which offers more generous reimbursement.

Reform +the reimbursement system, therefor; is probably the most
powerful of all the financing- options considerçcl. Reimbursement provides
substantial revenues to both medical schools nd te\aching hospitals, info-
ences future physicians' career decisions thro gh its effects on physicians'



'earnings and, perhaps most importantly, affec61.hot quantity and mix of
:tervices provided by currently practicing .physicians. These efkcts occur
on a continuous basis and touch all physicians and medical care institutions,

-ha just those engaged in training physicians. ThusT changes in payment
pethods cal have an inunediate .and direct effect oli tRc. delivery of serv-
ices as well as a long-run impact through shifts in the medical education
system.

There are four major areas of potential reinthursement reform: ( 1 )
patients- cost-sharing provisions ((binsurance rates and deductibks) in
ambidatory and inpatient care settings; (2) relative fee lreyels among
,triedic,al procedures, geographic areas, and medical specialties; (') methods
of paying hospitak .. d the accompanying requirements to distinguish
between education and )atient care activities; and (4) the multiplicity ,of
payment methods, plansoand coverage.

If training primary care physicians is to be emphasized, then reimburse-
ment for .ambulat,ory medical care services should be provided on a more
equal footing with that for inpatient care. If cast were not a concern, this
goal could bc accomplished in three ways: expanding coverage for ambu-
latory services, reducing coingurance and deductible provisions for ambula-
tory care, or paying for all services on a reasonable cast rather than fee
or charge basis. Under these conditions, payment for ambulatory care
would mirror that for inpatient care. Th6se options, however, are likely to

I
be very castly, and thus are neither desirable nor politically feasible.

The alternatives are to introduce greater patient cost-shfiring for inL
patient care, and to reimburse hospitals for services provided rather than
for the costs of inputs employed. Arguments against cast-sharing frequently
focus on the potential burden imposed on lower income Igmilies. Public
subsidies for tlw poor or medically indigent coupled with upper limits, on
other patients' out-of-pocket paytnenis can solve this problem. Imposing
a more even degree of cost-sharing for all services should also make patients
more cost-conscious in choosing among alternative treatment option&
(Changing the method of hospital payment is discussed below).

The second area of potential reform is physician reimbursement. Existing
disparities in fcc levels encourage the delivery of .nonprimary care servici:s,
entry into nonprimary mcdkal specialties, and choice of adequately served
practice loca,tions. These disparities should be reduced or eliminated. Simply
'raising fees for Im generously reimbursed services, 'specialties, and areas
would accomplish this objective in the short .run, but probably at an un-
acceptably tgh cost. Furthermore, the desired balance amOng fees might
quickly eroc been,* the predominant ustq-customry-reasonable method
of paying physicians places 'few constraints on what physicians can charge
for their ServiCes. Thus, reform in this area should have two components:
replacing usual-customary-reasonable type reimbursement systems with fixed-

1 /4.



fee scheduks, and using fee schedules to gradually realign relative fees so
that they are consistent with objectives for the supply and distribution of
both medical care services and physicians. )n order to be emuitablr, fec

. .

schedules should be developed through negotiation.s among physicians, in-
surers, and public representatives. Cast containment objectives could be
maintained by allowing relativehr lower fees to increase more rapidly than
high fees, with the different rates of growth selected in order to attain a
predetermined increase in overall expenditures for .physicians' services.

A third set of iniphcations concerns methods of reimbursing teaching
hospitals for residents and teriching physicians' activities. Several issues are
involved. Are residents'iitipends and teaching physicians' salaries educational
expenses, and therefore, not reimbursable from patient care funds? How can
teaching physicians' alleged practice of submitting billS -for services actually
provided by residents be discouraged? &milady, if teaching physicians re-
ceive a salary and submit l4lls for services provided to patients, how can
the potential for double piiyment be eliminated?

These is.sues are primarily the result of the reasonable cost method of.
reimbuning hospitals coupled with Medicare's dual approach to paying
hospitals and physicians. The former requires distinguishing patient care
costs from research and education costs, while the latter requires physicians
to separate their profemsiom'd trom their 'hospital serviees Regulatory ap-
proaches which attempt io apply these distinctions and impose further\
definitions of teaching physicians, tearhing patients, and preexisting physi-,
cian-patient relationship are inevitably arbitrary, and thus unfair, confusing,
and unadministrable. This dilemma arises because 'reasonable cost re-
imbursement and the dual approach to paying for hospitals' and physi-
cians' services-are inconsistent with institutional and technical. realities. Many.
hospital outputs are intrinsically joint products providd by the hospital's
staff,. including non-salaried physicians.

These issues can be dealt with by, altering hospital payment me,thods
strather than deviisng and attempting to enforce more detailed reitilations.

The basic problem is that reasonable cost reimbursement involrves third-
party payers in hospitals' internal labor and management decisions, since
insurers must ultimateh determine whal iS a patient care cost and whether
it is reimbursable. These artifkially created problems (IT be eliminated by
paying hospitals in the_ same way that physicians and, indeed, almost all
other producers of goods and services are paidon the basiseof the outputs
provided rather than the cost of inputs employed.

There are three passible output oriented _approaches which- rnight be
considered. Probabh the 4nost elficient wduld be t system of Unified charges
for each admission or patient stay.' In order to account for variations in'
case mix, charges might vary by primary diagnosis, age, sex, and the pres-
ence of muhipk conditiom,The hospital would.then submit a single charge,



based on the .above -factors for exam*, which would -pover all ot that,
speciAc services, including physicians' services,,provided ct; the patient. Al-
though some individual cases would undoubtedly be more costh than the
-permitted charge; :these reveinre loots Rhould be Made up by cases which,
are less costly. The primary objective is to balance casts and charges in the
aggregate, not for -every individual case:

A second advantage ot jVals"at,roach is that klie gdestion of how (to
Tay

texhing physicians lind rosidefl 'would ot arise as AU iSstie of public
concern. These matter's _would now be entirely internal to tht hospital and
its fact, haspitats and physicians .shOuld be permitted maximum .

flexibility tb develop internal labpr arrangements best suited to their partiv
ular situations. ror exar4le, physicians could receive either salaries or fees
for individual services provided in the.hospitai. Existing arrangements need
not- cliaiige; the esfil)t difference is that tlie hospital rather than an ifistirer
would serve as fiscal intermediary for the physician.

A :second output based billing option would separate all physicians'
charges from hospitals' chargeS. Under this -system, the services provided to
a .patient by all physicians, including residents, would be ide,ntified and
billed for .separately. If more than one physician ts involved in a 'patient's
care, then primary and secondary .1.4...cOuld be applied, in- much the same
way that thcy are used to pay surgeons in multi-physician-,operative proce-
dures. Although more tumbersome than a unified billing approach, dual
billing would permit physicians the same degree of.independenee as under
the elcisting system. t'i-om an administrative point of view, however, the key
characteristic of this approach is that it would generate a complete account-
ing df services provided by residents and teaching physicians.

The third possibility is prospective or, fixea budgeting which detCrmines ex
ante what ,hospitals' revenues will brfAhis apprOach encompasses a wide
range of alternative procedures. For example, relevant parameters of these
programs include: whether the sjstem is 'Voluntary or .mandatorn formula
versus budget review r the types of insurers covered; the payment unit (Iota!'
hospital; budget, capitation, admission, days,'specific service) ; the method
used for grouping haspitals when computing formulae; -and the nature...,0
the negotiation procv for budget review programs. Thus the likely effects
of prospective budgeting depend on the detailed specifications of the method
used. Whatever approach is used, however, government inevitably would
becoMe involved in haspitals' internal management.,

The final pOlicy implication from the analysis of reiMbursement and
iiiedical education financing concerns the imihiplicity oKv...cig insurance
and .reimbili.sentent-rangemthts. Differences in- how much third parties
are willing-10 pay for the same service create financial incentives . for
physicians and hospitals not 'to-treat certain classeg of patients. This phenom-

non is.best exemplified b) Medicaid patients' difficulties in obtaining Care

,14, 7
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,Nom. private providers. Furthermore, to the extent that patient care .reve\-
nues contribute to medical education finanoing, they appear to Oo so in an
inequitable faShion, since only-some third-parties recvnize- educational costs
as-rcinibursable expense?..Therefore,,all suggpted reforms thould be ini0e-
merited on a lystent-v4de basis rather than for only one or two third-party

-,...!paym. , s

Obviotisly, the potential reforms*ou lined above would flot come eItsily.,
, Strong political opposition would 1 e munted by groups (providers and

\\.)patients)
,who might suffer income re luciticrti.s, reduKed access, or higher

-- calls. Co-st containment consideration; 'limit the extent to which financial'
rewards can be increased for desired attivities without constraining (pv-
ments for othertactiviti.es. In addition, the 'fragmented naturtkof the exhiliiii."\

insurance system poses significant administrative and legislative barriers to
reform. From this perspective, prcispects for marked changes in the hear
future appear problematic:. Thus, (hi: medical education anancing.impfica-
tions of reimbursemezt rtform should be treAted as input to the broader
debate over i dical care delivery, distriNtion, and cost. Wh6, and if
meaningful- chi ,es occur, efforts should be made to reconcile the 'contra-
dictions between current reimbursement i entives 3nd explicit objectives
for physicians' snpply, distribution and edu ation.

1

2, Loans and scholarships'
, .

Loans and scholarshivs are a major component of financing for ededical
students. Since passage of the Health Profe:Gions Edu'cational Assistance
Act of 1963., total loan funds have increased from just over $4 Million to
more than $126, million for the 1977-78 acadeinic yeak...;. More than half of
all medical student's have received loans ih. recent years74t ompred to about
20 percent in 1963. Similarly, scholarship funds .have grown from ro.ughly
$3 million in 1963 to almog $80 million in 1970. Slightly more than 40
percent of medical studen& now.receive some form of sclylarship aid, com-
pared with only 16 perceht in 1963.
- Although loans and scholarships appear to be -vo distinct financing

options, they are in fact closely related. Both are members of a general class
of finanCing instruments which traitsfer funds directly to medical students
or residents. The specific characteristic of st particular loan or scholarship
klepend on the valtios of thr following .parameten: the effective rate of
interest, the effective amount of subsidy, repayment sCheduks, maximum
amounts per year and per person,.default penalties, and forgiveness 0pti4ms
or service obligatioA.
, Several types of loans and scholarships were investigated: subsidized .

'neutral loans, loans with forgivenesg options, incomelptingent
loans, and scholarship.s with and without service obligations. The, primary



focus in analyzing each:option was its effect on the net present value of
income associated with alternatie career choices.° Loans and scholarshiRs
increase net prescot value by granting funds during the ti-ainingperiod. Any
rnOnetary repayincnCi made after training is completed reduce net present
value. If the current value of loan or scholarship `iwards just equal thc
current value of future repayments, then thr 1. o change in net present
valve arid the loan qr scholarshV dors not .a ect rarccr Aoice! This is
referred 'to as an cionotnic ia-a* neubl financing option.- lf, on the other-
hands the current of awards and repayments itre unequal, then the
op'tion either grants a-subsidy (awards exceed repayments) or imposes a
firuincial penalty, The 'ultimate impact on career choices de"pends on the
pattern of subsidies and penalties associated with different loans and schol-
arships, and thc sensitivity of career choices to financial incentivts.

Medical students have received extensivelmrestrieted subsidies through
scholarships without obligations, grants of ,unrestricted funds to medical
schools,And the availability of loans with implicit subsidies. There was'
little evidence that unratricted subsidiekeither iilduce specialty-and location
decisions to be more consistent with public goals or increase equity of access
by poor and minority students to medical careers. Givtri that phys,icians.'can
expect to earn very high incomes, that the number of qualified applicants
for 34tedical tfaining greatly exceeds the number of available, places, and
that thc projeCted number of physicians is deemed to be adequate, there
appears to be little jdttificzttion for continued unrestricted support of medical
education. Thus, such aid should be eliminated,' preferably inl phases, in
order to allow both educational institutions and prosRective applicants to
adjust to'new eircumstanevr.

fa the absence of extensive subsidies, the cost of a medical education
could become prohibitive for all but the rndie affluent-This is liGly to-occur
if medi,l,schools choose to-Make up for lost subsklies by.increasing tuition
rather thik for example, cuttinghback programs or reducing faculty, size. It
is also possible that state and prK,ate funding would sltittite for reduced
.federal support. HoweVe-r,.if the full loss of revenues is mlpnted for by
tuitions, then they could increase dramatically.

In order to permit students to finance their education out df future earn-
ings, an ecnomically neutral, unsubsidized loan program should be estab-
hshed. This progranrshould permit "interest rates to reflect prevailing eco-
non* conditions and devel4 long-term, graduated repayment schedules
which result in repayment of the full present varue of borrowed funds.
Graduated repaments set paralkl with extiected increases in a physicialis

'earnings kssen repayment burdhCduring practice-building yZars, The
Health Education Assistance Loan program established by the Health Yro-.
kmionk Educatiowl Asistance Act of 1976 embodies several of these char-
acteristics and cot)ld he easily modified to permit gradttated repayments.. t



Operation of such a loan program appears to bc anrapproKiate 'task for the
federal government because of its absolute advantage, rdative to states or
private organizations, in raising loan funds through conventional capital

' market 'activities.. Development of a self-financing loan program would
eliminate the need. for separate system of guaranteed student loans.

Prospective applicants from low incomc- and/or minority backgrounds
may bc less willing to assume large debts if they are uncertain about thc
adds of succemfully -completing medical training. Thus, a scholai-Ship pro-
gram aimed at such students can be jUstified on equity grounds. The current
scholarship program should be extended t6- include s-ophomore medical
students of exceptional financial nced. Because attrition for academic reasons
is extremely low after the second j,ear, scholarships should be limited to
two years duration with an option to switch to loan funds In the third and
fourth years.

Scholarships.with service obligations and loans with forgiveness provisions
should be continued. Thc financial subsidies implicit in tilese programs
probably influence some students who would riot otherwise 'do so to practice
in undersvcd areas (or complete primary care residency training). Al-
though these two options arc equivalent in terms of their intpact on the net
kresent values of alternative careers, there.is an important administrative
difference. An obligated service schOlarship wick severe buy-out penalties is

--irrauch more binding commitment than a loan with.forgiveness options.
Thu.s, scholarships provide greater certaintv as to the number of future

.T 9physicians who will be available 6 serve in the National Health Service
Corps or other federal programs eligible to receive scholarship studey.s.
Loans, on the other hand, are more voluntary and give students greater
flexibility in making their career d4isions. How the balance is struckbe-
tween these iWo mechanisms reqiiiires a political judgment.

Another point to emphasize is that in the absence of unrestricted funding
options, obligated service scholarships and loans with forgiveness options will
be most attractive to students witk large financial burdens and/or inade-
quate financial resources. Thus, the amount of unrestricted funds which
are available and the terms of the different loan and scholarship prograik
will influence both the nuMber and 'background characteristics of students

to enter obligated service arrangements. Whether the balance be-
tween unrestricted and restrijed financing is fair or acceptable requires
political judgment.

10

9. Institutional support for medical schools end teaching hospital?

Three general types of institutional sopport mechanisms were considered:
capitation grants, income grants, and special project grants. Like scholar-
ships and loans given directly to students, institutional supPort can also



change net present values associated with alternative career choices. For
aample, if one of the effect.4 of capitation grants is to keep medical schools'
tuitions low, then the 'fmancial return to becomini. a physician would be
_higher for-all studcnts. Another example is the program of psychiatry train-

* ing grants, Which supported faculty and resicknts in psychiatry.°
A second and perhaps more important aspect of institutional support

met hanisms is that governmengiven a stronger voice in influencing the
structure of medical education: Physicians in trainihg and consumers of
medical care are too decentraltzed to articulate clearly their preferences for-
change. Furthermore, the existing reimbursement,system tends to perpetuate,.-

historicaliAtterlis of medical education and medical .care provision. Thus,
,,government grants to medical schoOls and teaching hospitals may bc par-
ticularly important in supporting new .or innovative_programs, and in en-
abling government to express public preferences for the number anditinds
of physicians to be trained.

From 1965 through 1977, federal funds for teaching and other non-
research activities (excluding recovery of indirect costs) accounted for 7 to
15 percent of medical schools' revenues. Support for teaching alone reached
a peak 9f 13:1 percent in 1968, but has deained steadily since then, ac-

( counting for only 5.3 percent of total revenues in 1977. Capitation 'and
construction grants are the two largest direct support programs. They
comprised about one third of non-research related federal grants to medical
schools in 1977. Although these funds are not large relative to federal
research and state .and local appropriations, they nevertheless are an impor-
tant source of revenues.

,capitation grants to medical schools were institud in 1966 to stimulate
expansion in medical eduCation capacity and to provide a stable source of
funds for medital schools. Thus far, the size of an award has depended on
the number of students enrolred in the medical school. (There have also
been explicit side conditions for exPansions in class size and jncreases in the
propcli-tion of first-year residency positions in primary care.) It is n w

r generally agreed that the enrollment expansion objective has been FSCt.
gitation has not proved to be a stAble funding source, however, beausc

of annual fluctuations in actual obligatii* and the uncertain .prospects for
continuation.of the program.

Three geneial characteristics of capitation grants"Should be emphaOzed.
'flit first is that the use of capitation funds has not been restricted in the
past. As snch, thesf avords probably have not directly encouraged physicians
to choose primary care specialties or underserved area practice locations.
Second, capitation .creates a financial incentive to expand whatever activity
is built into the capitation formula. So far, this has*been enrolling under-
graduate medical students. Third, capitation awa,rds need not be limited
to medical schools or tied to medical school enrollment at all, The capitation
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mechanism gould, for example, be used to.make grants to teaching hospitals
based on the size of their primary care residency programs.

IncOme grants differ from -apitatirin grants in that their award is nide-
, .-ppdentf the level of any particular activity within the institution. A pure

income grant would be made solely on the basis of an institution's engaging
in medical ducation. For example, every medical school or, every teaching
hospital receives a flat payment. In practice, there are few cases- of pure
income grants. (Early capitaiion grant formulas included a fixed grant per
medical school. )

If thc use of .funds from income grants is.unrestricted, then they subsidize
all of an institution's activities. Expansion of desired programs thus depends
on the institution>s preferences. Restrictions can be placed on income grants,
but this still leads to some subsidy for other activities through the internal
reallocation of other revenues. Thns, if control of ftinds' use is of primary
concern, tithe may also have to be ceilings on the amounts of funds from
other sources directed to restricted activities. The more restrictions imposed,
the more thc process moves toward detailed budget review.

The difference between special project grants and restricted income grants
is primarily one of degree. The former makes an award for a more narrowly
defined, prespecified project or program within an institution. The latter
would generally bc used for a -broader range of activities. In reeent years,
special project grants have been used to finance construction of medical
education facilities and ambulatory care centers, to support family medicine
departments in medical schools and family practice residency training in
teaching hospitals, and trsdevelop new curricula and other special programs,
such as rural preceptorships, for medical stildents. Although use of these
funds is predetermined, they also may rcsult 1).1 indirect subsidies for other
activities through internal realheations of other rvenues.

Altering the specialty distribution of future physicians will probably
require changes in both undergraduate and graduate medical education
institutions. Although medical schools cannot control their graduates' deci-
sions, they are thought to exert sivificant nfluence. Thus, efforts should
continue to encourage the development of primary care curricula and inter-
est at the undergraduatc level. Thc most efficient and flexible method of
providing financial support for such activities would be through a system
of incentive payments to medical schools based on the number of graduates
entering primary ,care residencies within a specified period of time after
graduation. Special project grants; such as existing primary care training
grants, Could supplem,ent such payments. However, these are more restric-

I five, are less directly tied to students' actual choices, and involve the granting
/ agency in medical schools' internal activities.

At the .graquate level, there is,evidence that specialty-specific subsidies to
teaChing hospitals enconrage expansion in the numbers of reSidency positions

1 8
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offered. However, funding primary care residencies will result in primary
care makinip an increiesed proportion 'of all filled positions only if limits
are placed on the expansion of non-primary care training positions and also
if .Artatluating medkal si cnji watinue to show an, interest in entering
primary care specialtiesl4nalysis of the subsidy support for psychiatry
training suggested that ,simpls creating -additional training positions does
not rtecessarily fill them."

4. State and local governnAnt progreens"

Over the last $.1teen years, state and local governments haVt been the source
, M1

of an increasingly larger share of the fiscal support for medical education, In
1963, they provickd more than $88 million to medical schools, which ac-
counted for. 14.6 percent of .medical schools' total revenues. By 1977, the
state and local contribution had grown to $859 minion, or 22.1 percent of
schools' revenues. The mast important component of this support is apprO-
ptiations for publically owned medical schook AdditionallUnds arc chan-
neled through education gtants to privatt medical scipols, direct appropria
tions to public teaching hospitals, public" service grants to private teaching
hospitals, ...and Medicaid payments. States have also become increasingly
involvell in various types of programs aimed primarily at influencing physi-
ciens' location choices. These programs include loan forgivenesS, recruitment
of medidirstudents from underserved areas, preceptorships and clinical
clerkships in underserved areas, physician placement services, and practice

Yttart-up subsidies.
Given this rather extensive- nonfederal A-crnment involvement, one

possible policy option is for the feckral government to make grants to state
and local governments for the purpose of supporting medical cducatibn
and/or influencing physirians' career choices. The basic argument, in favor
pf, a decentmlized systene.pf using acclical education financing as a policy \
tool is that states 'and localities are in a better position .to identify their
particular shortage or maldistribution situations, to design programs for
dealing with these problems, a.nd to monitor the performance of. such
efforts. Counterarguments involve possible inconsistencies between federal
and state/local objectives, probkms of monitoring and.evaluation from the
federal level, and possible capture of educational fimmcing revenues by
interest groups.

Mast state programs to affect physician distribution offer loan forgiveness
ih exchange for practicing in an under§erved arca for some specified amount
of time. Thus, the predominant approach takeR by most states Is. very
similar to kderal efforts. There seems to be consid4rable variation in stitee
success rates in inducing physicians to fulfill their service obligations. Al-
though there are no detailed evaluations of why some programs succeed and

13
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'others fail, several general observations can be madc,Firstrna states offer
relativdy liberal buy-out provisions front their loan forgiveness prowmi..
Second, the loan amounts offered and forgiven are quite low' relative to
-physicians' net incomes. Third, trumv statwith hart,forgiveness prOgrams
already make extensive approprirttions and grants to medical Schoolc, thus
indirectly subsidizing medical studeA thrmigh low tuitions. Under these
conditions, it seems likely that these states programs will be of interest
priinarily to students alladv phuming to locate in areas eligible for loan
forgivtness.

For a number of reasons, no explicit pOlicy implications are drawn for
the role of states and kical communities in medical education financing.
First, litany of the titian( ing options available to states and localities affect
institutions and phssicians in mud-, the same as fectcral options, regardless
of what agency controls the funding. Second, adequate stuth of nonfederal
programs bas not been carried ont. In particular, the administrative ad-

,

xantages and disadvantages of decentralization have not been examined
carefully. Third, the advantages of &Centralized programs 111:ly be cited as
arguments for independents programs which require neither funding nor
direction from the feacral government: Finally, decentralized programs mav
wish to focus directly on provision of medical services, rather than on
attempts to influence the distribution of physicians indirectly thriough the
medical education system.

Avail4ble evidence fails to demonstraRe whether state and local programs
have be'en more or less effective than federal initiatives. In particular, the
charticteristics of successful local programs need to be identified, and more
rigorous evaluations of these programs are needed. Also, limited experimen-
tal or demonstration .brojects to explore and evaluate the feasibility ,of

,decentralizing existing programs Tay have considerable merit. It also seems
that a greater emphasis could be placed on using local agencks to identify
medical care shortages and design pOssible Solutions..Components of the
developing healt,h planning network, e.g., State Health Planning and Devel-
opment Agencies, could play an important tole in this process.

5. Summary

Changes in the system of reimbursement for medical services have the
greatest potential for altering physician supply and distribution. If reim-
burse&nt -offers incentives for socially desirabk outcomes, separate pro-
grams for'influencing the distribution Of physicians through the medical
education s)'stcru will be needed only to reinforce progress tayard those
goals. To the extent that reimbursement rewards physicians relatively less
for primary rare in shortage areas, financial incentives channeled through

20
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the system of medical education mabibe 'necessary compensatory media-,nisms.

Scv6al specific kinthursement reforms were suggested. The trainin of.
. .4 ..primary care physicians and the provision of-primary care services coukl be .:encouraged by makin reimburscitnent for ambulatory and inpatient care

Oore comparable. In ordey to meet cost containment objectives, this shouldbe done hy ilicreasing cost-shafing on inpatient care, and converting the
hospital reimbursement method frmn reasonabke cost to predetermined

..charges. Excessiye financial wklens could be'avoided by subsidies fork the
poor and ceilings ori out-of-p cket expenditures for bther patients. Incen- ,tives for 'specialty an&geographic redistributioh could also be reinforced by %.
altering relative fees for physicians' services. Again, cost,containment con-
siderations suggest the substitution of negotiated fee schedules for usyal-

Austomary-reasonable fee systems and the gradual realignment of fees at
controlled ratcs.The problems of how ,to pay teaching 'physicians and
residents and to 7eimburse educational expenses arc best handled by devd-
oping unified billing systems which combine hospitals' and physicians' ser,-ices fees into, a single charge. Paving for teaching physicians, house staff,
and education then becomes an internal hospital decision. Finally, equity0
considerations sugge34 that to the extent possible, reimbursement reformsshould be applied to all payers, not just Medicare and Medicaid. . '.,Loan and scholarship programs should continue to be important parts ofthe medical education financing system. However, the predicted aggregate L---.---surplus of physicians suggests that nnrestricted subsidies to medical gtoudents
can no longer be justified. In order to permit students to finance their own
education, an economically neutral, self-financing, federal loan program-

,v.; (perhaps a modified version of the current Health Education Assistance
Loan program) should be established. Loans with forgiyeness options and

)scholarships with service obligations should also be continued, since they
can be used to increase-financial Mcentiveslor choosing physician-shortage *0practice locations. Scholarships for 'students of exceptNnal_ financial needshould be extended as well in order to improve equity of access to medicalcar)te:

Unrestricted grants to medical schools'and teaching
,

hospitals also seem
:

to have little justification given curreq policy objectives. Training institu-tions, however, are thought to exert a signifidnt influence on physicians'
specialty choices. Therefore, restricted institutional support should continue
t'o bc provided in order to encourage the training of primary ca're physiciaM.One type of graq mechanism which could be used to meet this goal is
incentive payments to medical schools or teaching hospitals: These paymentscould be tied,to the numbers of physicians entering or completing primary
care .resideffuies. In addition special project grapts to support primary caretraining programs should be extended...

15
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AltfiNbestates ahd lo&lities have been providilv an increasing share of
medical cdtiition revenues, existing evidence (kn not warrant a major

Credistribution of feder l medical education funds to other levels of govern-
---mept.--Beuer-.e4luatio s'-am needed of the ,growing number of nonfederal

programs which attenr)4,19_use the mledical education system as a means of
redistributing medical care services.

. Several important caveats to these implicatiot should also be reitera'ted.
First,try little is known about, the exact retoilsiveness to financial incen:
tives by medical students, resigents, medical schopls, and teaching hospitals.
Thus, we cannot say, for example, how large a grant or scholarship would
be required to induce an additional medical student to enter a primary care
residency. More research with reliable and current data is needed.

Second,'information is extremely limited on exactly how Many addit.ional
primary care physicians are needed, on exactly where physicians should/be
redistributed, and on which specialties are producing too many physicians.
These shortcomings make it difficult to determint beforehand the total
amount of financial, incentive needed. Thus, whalever combination of
financial policies is impkmented, it is imperative that careful monitoring
and evaluation of their effects on students, residents, and institutions be
carried out.

Third, financial incentives are-nut one of several classes of policies which
could bc used to influence the gradua and undergraduate medical educa-
tion systems.. The growing network o lte and local health planning agen-
cies, private educational organi ions (such as the Associatift of American
Medical Colleges, the Council of Teaching Hospitals, and the Coordinating
Council on Medical Education), the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and state governments can all have major effects onhthe structure
and organization 9f medicar education. Potential nonfinancial options in-
clude both voluntary. and mandatory limits, controls; -or, direct allocations
of educational activities. These policies frequently appear to be less costly
than financial options because they do not involve explicit financial transfers
or budgetary outlays. Regulator) approaches nevertheless have their poten-
tial cbsts. These include direct administrative expenses, thc intrusion up' on
academie freedom, arbitrary and cumbersome regulatory procedttres, the
creation of adversary rather than cooperative relationships, and incorrect
Outcomes because of the complexity of the system being, regulated.

'The main point is simply that financial and nonfinancial policies should
be trvated rts complements, not substitutes. The inability to specify precisely
tti.e parameters and structure of financial policy options does not mean that
regulatory policies are easier to develop and implement. Both approaches
should be considered and each requires the same monitoring and readjust-
ment over time,.

Lastly, these implicatidns- for policy are not radical departures from
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existing financial programs affecting medical education. This reflects pri-
Inarily the belief tharrdorniing the financing and reimbursement of medical
cart Service dcliv.ery would. ultirnatdy have the greatest impact on the
-strucre -of mclical education, Reforming the rchnbursernent gystem lit-
votv considering much more. than the impact on medical education.
Nevertheless, an appropriate long-run objective should be to create a
reimbursement system which emphasizes the efficient and cquitabk delivery
of prIrritiry care services and a medical education system which trains
physidans to pro-vide,such care.
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noullccd at key con erences, symposia and seminars sponsored or supported by
NCHS,R. In additim papers presented, publications in this series include
discussions and responses whenever possible. The series is\Intended to help
meet the information needs of health services providers and otAers who require
direct access to concepts .andl ideas evolving, from the exchange of research
restilts.

(HRA) 76-3138

(HRA) 76-3150

WoMen and Their Health: Research Implications for a New Era (PB
284 359, available NTIS Only)
intermountain Medical Malpractice (PB 268 344, available NTIS only)
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(HRA) 77-3154
(HRA) 77-3181

(FIRA) 77.3186

(PHS) 78-3195
(PHS) 78-3207
(PFIS) 78.3208
(PHS) 79 3209
(PHS) 79-3225-1
(PHS) 78-3227

(PHS) 79 3228

,
Advances in Health Survey Research Methada (PB 262 230) .
NCHSR Research Conference Report on Consumer Soli-Care in
Health (PB 273 811)
International Conference on Drug and Pharmaceutical Services
Reimbursement (PB 271 t 86)
Emergency Medical Services: Research,Methodology (PB 279 096)
Health Survey Research Methods, Second Biennial Conference
Drug Coverage Under National Health Insurance
Health Services Research In Puerto Rico
Emergency Medical Services Research Methodologies -Workshop I
Ef fects of the Payment Mechanism on the Health Care Delivery
System
A National Conference on Health Policy. Planning, and Financing
the Future of Health Care for Blacks 4n America

Program Solicitations

(HRA) 77-3196
(PHS) 78-3224
(PHS) 79-3240

Conference Grant Information
Grants for DIssertation Research Support
Grants for Research on Quality and Economy of Drug Prescribing

\itU.S. DEPARtMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service
Office of Health Research. Statistics, and Technology
National Center for Health Services Research
3700 East-West Highway. Hyattsville, Maryland 20782

August 1979
September 1979
October 1079
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